
During the course of the 1990s, criticism of humanitarian action in
conflict situations has sharpened. In particular, the charge that it often
has unintended consequences – indeed, can actually fuel or facilitate
war – has struck a popular chord. Towards the end of the 1990s, a new
or political humanitarianism emerged, claiming to correct the wrongs
of the past. Rather than humanitarian assistance as a universal right
and a good thing in itself, the new humanitarianism is based on a con-
sequentialist ethical framework. Assistance is conditional on assump-
tions regarding future outcomes: especially, it should do no harm, nor
should it entrench violence while attempting to ameliorate its effects. In
this respect, the new humanitarianism reinforces earlier policy commit-
ments to linking relief and development, conflict resolution and
societal reconstruction. The new humanitarianism reflects a willing-
ness to include the actions and presence of aid agencies within an ana-
lytical framework of causal and consequential relations. At first glance,
it appears to break with the established tradition of apolitical develop-
ment discourse, a discursive structure in which the presence and power
of the technocrat is hidden, so to speak, by the conceit of defining all
problems as technical in origin. This appearance is reinforced by the
ready adoption of the term ‘political’ to define humanitarian action and
by the argument that neutrality is impossible in the new wars, since any
assistance necessarily has political effects. This chapter examines this
position and finds the appearance of a break with established discourse
illusory. The apparent willingness to embrace politics actually involves
a reduction and constraining of its meaning. For the new humanitari-
anism, politics is confined to the policy choices of aid agencies. In other
words, politics has been conflated with policy. The argument that
humanitarian aid fuels conflict, whether right or wrong, has the
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important effect of confirming the technical power of aid in relation to
receiving systems still perceived as reactive mechanical objects. If aid
has the ability to entrench wars, it follows that in the right hands it can
also end them. Rather than being a way of addressing complex and
mutating systems, political humanitarianism represents a restatement of
technocratic authority in a mechanical universe.

Requiem for the prophets 

In 1984 the harrowing TV pictures of famine in Ethiopia unleashed an
unprecedented surge of humanitarian concern and popular mobilisa-
tion throughout Europe. In Britain, through the efforts of media celebri-
ties such as Bob Geldof, the Band Aid trust was formed. By raising
public awareness through popular songs and international music
events, Band Aid eventually raised £174 million for famine relief in
Africa before its closure in 1987. With the rigidities of the Cold War
beginning to wane, it represented a populist form of anti-establishment
politics. The public mood that it caught was that politicians, bureau-
crats and official aid programmes were a major part of the problem.
Reflecting this feeling, Geldof made the ‘Sayings of the Week’ spot in
the Observer when he railed against delays: ‘I’m not interested in the
bloody system! Why has he no food? Why is he starving to death?’
(Geldof 1985). In a world of plenty, public opinion in Europe was
morally affronted by the images of death and want coming out of
Ethiopia and Sudan. Moreover, many ordinary people were mobilised
to do something about it. Besides making unprecedented donations to
famine relief organisations, EU food mountains and milk lakes were
picketed; public vigils were held; newspaper columns vented their
outrage; politicians were bombarded with protest letters; and radio and
TV programmes echoed with expressions of concern. Famine not only
highlighted gross inequalities in global wealth and affluence, it also
demonstrated the seeming indifference of governments and UN
agencies. Using its publicly donated funds, when red tape threatened to
hold up famine relief, Band Aid rented its own trucks and chartered its
own aircraft. Such actions not only shamed donor governments but
also gave substance to the view that humanitarian assistance was a
universal and unconditional right. 

In discussing humanitarian action, Hugo Slim (Slim 1998), using the
analogy of religion, makes the useful distinction between prophecy and
priesthood; the difference between the two lies in the tension between
faith and organisation. The prophet ‘confronts society with a truth and
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is concerned with personal, social and political transformation’ (ibid.:
29). The priesthood, however, is more concerned with maintaining the
truth through enshrined ritual, standards of purity, membership and
worship. In terms of humanitarian action, the priesthood is embodied
in the International Committee of the Red Cross. As for the prophets,
the public reaction in Europe to the famines in Ethiopia and Sudan
during the mid-1980s gave a great moral and financial boost to aid
agencies delivering emergency relief. A period of rapid growth and
increasing influence of NGOs engaged in emergency operations began.
During the latter part of the 1980s, such NGOs found themselves at the
forefront of a movement that put the saving of lives above any political
consideration or bureaucratic constraint. Not only was humanitarian
aid a universal right, its neutrality placed it beyond politics. Indeed,
politics both caused wars and famines and, at the same time, created
delays and bureaucratic difficulties that hampered the relief of
suffering. In retrospect, this mood was very much in tune with the
rapidly approaching end of the Cold War. In the war-torn Horn of
Africa, for example, international respect for Ethiopian and Sudanese
sovereignty had been sufficient to dissuade the UN and most interna-
tional NGOs from working in rebel areas where human suffering also
existed (Duffield and Prendergast 1994). Placing humanitarianism
above politics, as a right in itself, became a compelling critique of the
inhumanity of the rigidities of the Cold War and of its suffocating
political etiquette. For this reason, apart from saving lives, a neutral
humanitarianism appeared radical and progressive; at the same time, it
had widespread public support. 

The growing pressure by increasingly influential NGOs for cross-
line relief interventions helped shape developments immediately
following the end of the Cold War. As early as April 1989, with the
formation of the UN-led Operational Lifeline Sudan (OLS), a new phase
of neutral, negotiated-access relief programmes working across the
lines in ongoing conflicts emerged. These system-wide programmes
not only brought UN organisations and NGOs together in new ways,
they were based on the UN securing the agreement of warring parties
to allow impartial aid agencies to provide humanitarian assistance to
war-affected populations, irrespective of their location. This repre-
sented a major opportunity for the expansion of relief agencies. Taking
a lead from OLS, in 1990 similar UN-led negotiated-access programmes
were established in Ethiopia and Angola. Following the Gulf War in
1991, these neutral humanitarian operations were increasingly seen as a
graphic expression of the changing priority accorded sovereignty within
the new international system. Not only were military establishments
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joining the strategic complexes of an emerging global governance, a
New World Order that included a right to humanitarian assistance for
a while appeared to be in the realm of the possible. International inter-
vention under UN auspices in Bosnia and Somalia in 1992 and the
creation of the UN’s Department of Humanitarian Affairs (DHA)
strengthened such convictions. 

As the mid-1990s approached, however, following the setbacks in
Somalia and the increasing difficulties in Bosnia, a different view began
to take shape. The insistence that humanitarian intervention was good
in itself and required little, if any, justification began to be questioned.
In many respects, while attempting to hold itself above politics, the
prophetic movement to save lives at all costs had become a victim of its
own political success. It started as a radical opposition that gathered its
strength in relation to the political rigidities of the Cold War. In this
respect, initially the UN system was seen as the epitome of all that was
unacceptable and corrupt. This did not prevent the same system
quickly incorporating the principles of a neutral humanitarianism as
soon as the international climate was conducive. Although powerless
to end wars, during the early part of the 1990s, through negotiated
access and establishing new strategic relations with aid agencies and
military establishments, the UN attempted to develop new ways of
providing humanitarian assistance to all war-affected populations
(Duffield 1997). The ill-fated ‘safe area’ policies of the time were part of
this attempt. At the same time, whereas politicians had been placed on
the defensive by the populism of the mid-1980s, by the early 1990s they
had learnt how to harness the humanitarian juggernaut together with
the media exposure and influence that it brought. When President
Mitterrand travelled to Saravejo in June 1992 and publicly declared the
lifting of the Serb siege with the opening of the airport for UN relief
flights, it was a piece of political theatre that well reflected the pre-
vailing accommodation. Many European politicians, such as Bernard
Kouchner (France), Jan Pronk (Netherlands) and David Owen (UK),
together with international figures like ex-US President Jimmy Carter,
placed their names and careers in the service of humanitarian interven-
tion. At the same time, a number of European aid departments,
including Britain’s Overseas Development Administration (ODA), for
a while at least, would become more directly involved in humanitarian
operations (ODA 1991). When the European Commission Humani-
tarian Office (ECHO) was established in 1993, its brief was not only to
coordinate EU emergency assistance better, but also to develop an oper-
ational capacity of its own. 

The incorporation of a neutral humanitarianism within a UN-led
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international relief system during the early 1990s gave it an institutional
framework for its realisation. Simultaneously, however, its prophetic
values were undermined and compromised. The new post-Cold War
UN-led humanitarian operations were very different from those of the
past. During the Cold War, the UN rarely intervened in ongoing
conflicts. Its preferred mode of operation was to police ceasefires
already agreed between warring parties (Goulding 1993). UN-led
negotiated-access programmes represented a radical and profound
break with tradition. They were radical in that earlier restrictions
against working in non-government areas were either overcome or
greatly reduced. At the same time, however, and more worryingly,
work in unresolved and unstructured wars could also be seen as
reflecting a new international system that was now either unable or
unwilling to end conflict. Indeed, such a commitment appeared to
suggest that Northern governments were now prepared to accept insta-
bility and violence as part of a generic Southern predicament (Kaplan
1994). Humanitarian assistance, while still regarded as necessary, was
increasingly seen a substitute for the concerted political action that was
the real requirement (Higgins 1993). From being a radical aim, human-
itarian assistance began to assume the form of a lowest international
common denominator in the context of operations that, through experi-
ence, were being redefined as long-term and politically complex. In the
absence of a clear political resolve to end conflict, humanitarian assis-
tance could even be seen as counter-productive. For example, in pro-
viding transport and shelter, aid agencies in Bosnia were often accused
of facilitating the very ethnic cleansing they abhorred. 

In the absence of clear and unequivocal international structures
working effectively for peace, the idea of a neutral humanitarianism
able to stand above politics became increasingly strained in the
seemingly intractable conflicts of the 1990s. In this respect, the strategic
complexes of liberal governance do not provide such a system. Liberal
peace is a contested and regionally differentiated reality that, through
its fluid and changing networks, is capable of marked hierarchies of
concern. At the same time, through an exposure to ongoing conflict, aid
agencies began to deepen their understanding of the interaction between
aid and war and the complexities involved. While external assistance is
capable of playing many roles (one should not overestimate the effec-
tiveness of aid in this respect), it was increasingly understood as being
far from neutral. Humanitarian assistance, while it could help keep
people alive, like any other resource inevitably became part of the local
political economy (Duffield 1991; Keen 1991) – especially when the new
wars have effectively dissolved conventional distinctions between
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people, army and government. In other words, in today’s network
wars the traditional distinctions – ‘military/civilian’, ‘combatant/non-
combatant’, etc. – that a neutral humanitarianism ideally would base
itself on, no longer properly exist. While wishing to stand above
politics, prophetic humanitarianism inevitably has been drawn in –
network war does not countenance neutrality – and been compromised
through its encounter. It has fallen victim to a world in which the com-
petence and authority of nation states have changed radically. 

Faced with the prospect of long-term relief operations, which many
saw as a contradiction in terms, by the mid-1990s certain strategic actors
had developed a direct criticism of humanitarian assistance. This
criticism tended to avoid the fact that the international community had
crossed the Rubicon of undertaking work in ongoing conflicts while, at
the same time, failing to develop an effective means of resolving the
wars in which it was now enmeshed. Instead, the critical message was
that humanitarian assistance itself was part of the problem. Despite its
good intentions, it had many unforeseen consequences, some of which
entrenched conflict and made it more difficult to resolve. For example,
among rural communities, free food aid could lower agricultural prices
and so deter farmers from planting. Far from helping them, this would
reinforce their dependence on aid agencies. At the same time, through
diversion, looting and informal taxing by warring parties, relief
supplies themselves could become part of a self-sustaining war
economy. In other words, humanitarian assistance was capable of
entrenching the modalities of underdevelopment and conflict (UNDP
1994). As well as doing good, humanitarian aid is also capable of doing
harm (Anderson 1996). Such criticisms have been very influential in
shaping aid policy since the mid-1990s. Rather than having the saving
of life as its overriding and prophetic concern, a new humanitarianism
has emerged that bases actions (or inaction) on the assumed good or
bad consequences of a given intervention in relation to wider develop-
mental aims (Slim 1997). This new or principled humanitarianism com-
plements the radicalisation of development which now sees the role of
aid as altering the balance of power between social groups in the
interests of peace and stability. From saving lives, the shift in humani-
tarian policy has been towards analysing consequences and supporting
social processes. 

The new humanitarianism is a genuine, if particular, response to the
complexity of the new wars. A concern with consequences and pro-
cesses has to be part of any reappraisal. What is important in under-
standing its particularity, however, is not so much the practical veracity
of the new development-oriented humanitarianism – whether it will be
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any more successful than the regime it has replaced – as its implications
for liberal governance. A concern with limiting harmful consequences
while encouraging beneficial processes demands new forms of surveil-
lance, appraisal and monitoring if desired outcomes are to be achieved.
If politicians had come to terms with humanitarian assistance in the
early 1990s, then very soon the official aid departments they controlled
would have begun the task of creating new forms of management and
regulation with which to enmesh their subcontracting and imple-
menting partners. While sidestepping the issue that Northern govern-
ments have yet to create an international structure that can enforce
peace, the view that humanitarian aid entrenches underdevelopment
and conflict has motivated a thickening of the governance relations
linking donors and aid agencies. Gathering momentum with the debate
on relief and development, more detailed and demanding contractual
agreements have emerged highlighting the need to avoid harmful con-
sequences; the number of social advisers within official aid depart-
ments has increased, allowing donors to be more closely involved with
NGOs in project design and policy implementation; more rigorous
forms of project monitoring and appraisal have emerged; the number of
consultative mechanisms and joint policy fora has increased; finally,
since the consequences of assistance are important, new forms of
surveillance and aid impact assessment are being created (Pankhurst
1999). Through the deepening of such governance relations, Northern
donors have regained the policy initiative that was lacking during the
latter part of the 1980s and early 1990s. In other words, compared to the
prophetic years of humanitarian action, they have learnt how to consol-
idate and project their authority through the non-territorial and differ-
entiated networks of global liberal governance. 

The aftermath of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and, especially, the
controversy surrounding the Hutu refugee camps in what is now Eastern
Congo and their eventual fate, are seen by many aid agencies as the
nadir of a neutral and universal humanitarianism (Fox 1999). If the sen-
timents that lay behind the formation of Band Aid coalesced in the arid
highlands of Ethiopia, in little over a decade they unravelled in the rain-
forests of the Congo. Paying little heed to what UNHCR and NGOs had
been saying and trying to do, many strategic actors concluded that the
aid agencies’ response to the plight of the Hutu refugees crystallised
everything that was wrong with humanitarian assistance. By helping to
feed and shelter the refugees, NGOs and the UN were also supporting
the vicious killers that lived among them and, at the same time,
allowing their destabilisation of Rwanda to continue. Whereas over 150
NGOs had flocked to the sprawling and unsanitary refugee camp at
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Goma in 1994, a year later their number had dropped to five following
a barrage of international criticism and the collapse of donor confi-
dence. When an alliance of regional forces exacted its own violent retri-
bution on the Hutu refugees in 1997, despite the evidence of serious
human rights abuse and appeals by aid agencies, the international
community was in no mood to intervene. These events set the tone for
the present period of humanitarian conditionality and regionally dif-
ferentiated patterns of intervention. They also mark the great distance
that has been travelled since the mid-1980s. 

Where once relatively independent aid agencies were able to mobilise
public concern through the media and put politicians on the spot, we
now have a situation in which Northern governments have regained
initiative and control of the humanitarian agenda. Through a complex
transition involving the professionalisation of aid and the emergence of
new forms of regulation, politicians are able to argue that the excesses
of the past are no longer acceptable or necessary. At the same time,
public opinion, while never to be underestimated, appears more disen-
gaged. Not only has an interest in things international declined in the
media, but politicians have shown themselves increasingly adept at
managing the news from disaster zones (Hilsum 1997). Indeed, since
Bosnia, rather than simply having to react to the next emergency, they
have shown that, if necessary, they can sit it out (Hurd 1993). This is the
political environment of the new humanitarianism. While prophetic
humanitarianism may have been naïve and the agencies involved made
many mistakes, one cannot help feeling uneasy about the new accommo-
dation and its willingness to sacrifice lives today on the promise of
development tomorrow. 

From cosmic machines to living systems 

Since the mid-1990s, the acceptance by donor governments, IGOs, UN
agencies and NGOs of the necessity of conflict resolution and post-war
reconstruction embodies, at least in policy terms, a commitment to trans-
form societies as a whole. This represents a break with the past when
development was something that was seen as following of its own
accord from economic growth and investment. Given the related
reproblematisation of security in term of underdevelopment becoming
dangerous, development is now something that cannot be left to chance.
In its encounter with the new wars, development discourse is regarded
by many as having been politicised. This politicisation, however, is not
exhausted by a commitment to radical social change. It relates to what
appears to be a major change in the nature of development discourse
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itself. Where relations of power and privilege were hidden in the past,
to some extent (and under a new framework of conditions) they have
now been revealed. 

Arturo Escobar (1995) has analysed the depoliticised and technicised
nature of development discourse. The apolitical structure of this dis-
course has remained essentially unchanged since its outline was first
sketched during the late 1940s and early 1950s (ibid.: 42). Its technicist
form was analogous to the framing of the South as if it were a picture.
For the viewing subject (the development professional) it involved
experiencing life as if he or she was set apart and unconnected with the
framed object. The observing professional was absent from the encounter
with the picture, as if the viewing took place from a position that was
set aside and hidden. This ideological illusion made it possible to
satisfy the double demand of participant observation: that is, for the
viewing subject both to be detached and objective and, at the same time,
to interact with the object. The framing of the South in this way also
involved a medicalisation of the gaze. The popular classes were no
longer seen in racial terms, as in the colonial period, but through the
more modern categories of want and scarcity in relation to health,
education, nutrition, capacity, and so on. Rather than a benign indiffer-
ence, such characteristics now warranted unprecedented social action.
In initiating this action, development discourse presented itself as a
detached centre of rationality and intelligence; it was a matter of
analysis and judgement for the development professional. Questions
regarding the relations of power and inequality that underpinned the
encounter, that is, the politics of development, were absent since they
were not seen as relevant (ibid.: 47–52). Development discourse was a
way of conceptually transforming social life into a series of discrete
technical problems open to professional solutions. 

This apolitical discourse has come under pressure from a number of
directions, not least from those NGOs that have sought to make the
views of the framed object heard above those of the viewing profes-
sional (Chambers 1983) and the growing influence of gendered analysis.
At the same time, while change has occurred at some levels, develop-
ment discourse is not a single or unified structure. It is embedded in
many different networks and discrete systems. While there has been
some adaptation along the border with the new wars, in more tranquil
or abstract areas of development, for example within economic ortho-
doxy, the technicised discourse outlined above is still clearly recognis-
able. It is not only conflict, however, that has challenged the apolitical
nature of development discourse. For some time, from what are known
as the complexity sciences, a different view of the world to which
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development subscribes has slowly been emerging (Dillon 2000). The
work of Fritjof Capra (1982) remains a useful introduction to this body
of knowledge. Since the mid-twentieth century, the complexity sciences
such as quantum theory, non-linear mathematics, biotechnology,
micro-biology and cybernetics have been challenging and replacing the
Newtonian world view that has held sway for several hundred years.
The scientific revolution completed by Isaac Newton bequeathed to us
a view of the cosmos as a vast and perfect clockwork machine governed
by exact mathematical laws. Within this giant cosmic machine every-
thing can be determined and reduced to a scientific cause and effect.
The material particles that make it up, and the laws of motion and force
that hold or repel them, are fixed and immutable. Set in motion at the
birth of the cosmos, this huge mechanical machine has been running
ever since (ibid.: 52). Newtonian physics has had great success and
produced many discoveries that have since been absorbed into
everyday life. By the mid-twentieth century, however, the Newtonian
world view had been superseded. From quantum theory, for example,
what Capra calls a new physics has emerged. Rather than mechanical
precepts, this is based on organic, holistic and ecological principles.
What is in question is not a mechanism made up of many different basic
parts, but a unified whole made up from the many relations between its
parts. Quantum theory, for example, does not deal with ‘things’ but
‘interconnections’. ‘As we penetrate into matter, nature does not show
us any isolated basic building blocks, but rather appears as a compli-
cated web of relations between the various parts of a unified whole’
(ibid.: 70). The new physics is based on a shift from objects to relations as
the object of study. Within this world view, the whole determines the
parts, including the perceptions and actions of the observing scientist.
In this respect, nothing is value-free, not even science (ibid.: 76–7;
Rabinow 1996). This has led to a social and political divergence within
both theoretical and applied science. Writing at a time when nuclear
annihilation was a real possibility, Capra described this divergence as
that between the Buddha and the Bomb. Updating this position to the
dawn of the twenty-first century, it could be described as being between
Gaia and Monsanto.

The new physics has reconceptualised matter as not inert but vibrant
and dancing. It studies relationships and interconnections because
there are no static structures; relations themselves are forms of exchange.
Based on this changed world view, Capra has defined himself as a
systems theorist: ‘Systems are integrated wholes whose properties
cannot be reduced to those of smaller units. Instead of concentrating on
basic building blocks or basic substances, the systems approach empha-
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sises basic principles of organisation’ (Capra 1982: 286). From this per-
spective, a number of useful distinctions can be made between
‘machines’ and ‘systems’. Machines are controlled and determined by
their structure and characterised by linear chains of cause and effect.
They are constructed from well-defined parts that have specific
functions and tasks. Systems, on the other hand, are analogous to
organisms. They grow and are process-oriented. Their structures are
shaped by this orientation and, since processes change, they can exhibit
a high degree of internal flexibility. Systems are characterised by
cyclical patterns of information flow, feedback loops, non-linear inter-
connections and self-organisation within defined limits of autonomy.
Moreover, using the analogy of an organism, a system is concerned
with self-renewal. This is important, since while a machine carries out
specific and predictable tasks, a system is primarily engaged in a
process of renewal and, if necessary, self-transformation (ibid.: 293).
Reflecting on this difference, the following chapter on how strategic
actors understand the new wars argues that the dominant perspective
is essentially Newtonian and machine-like in conception. In this
respect, it is interesting that the approach by aid agencies to conflict
resolution and societal reconstruction is precisely that of attempting to
close down one machine so that another can be ‘kick-started’ into life
(World Bank 1997b). In distinction, chapters 6 and 7 on transborder
shadow economies and the political relations of network war attempt
to provide a systems analysis of the complexity involved.

The politicisation of development discourse

Living systems are multi-levelled structures and each level can differ in
its complexity. Each level represents an integrated whole and has a
degree of relative autonomy from the others. This is the pervasive mode
of organisation in nature and is a feature of self-organisation. It also
reflects the organisational characteristics of network war. While origi-
nating in the complexity sciences, since the 1970s systems analysis has
entered the public realm through such applications as environmental
science and the ecology movement. Within social studies, a systems
approach, that is, attempting to look at the interconnections within a
given structure in a holistic fashion, can also be seen in the growing
interest in ethical studies over the past couple of decades. In relation to
development studies, however, reflecting the apolitical nature of the
discourse involved, until very recently a concern with ethics and the
role of the development expert has been absent. One of the leading
figures in this field, Des Gasper, has argued that even the major works
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on development assistance produced during the 1980s were ‘philo-
sophically innocent’ in this respect (Gasper 1999: 27). 

The view of the causes of conflict and refugee flows that emerged
during the early 1980s adopted an apolitical multi-causal approach.
That is, it represented population displacement as arising from the
interplay of poverty, resource competition and weak and unrepresen-
tative institutions. The initial formulations of what constituted a
complex emergency followed this basically technicist template. When
the UN’s Department of Humanitarian Affairs was set up at the end of
1991, one radical recommendation had been for the creation of a
Department of Humanitarian Affairs and Human Rights. The argu-
ment for this was that large-scale population displacement and human
rights abuse were linked organically (Cutts 1998). However, in what
now seems perverse given the recent incorporation of the language of
rights within development thinking, the General Assembly resolution
setting up DHA drew back from making the link with human rights.
Instead, the brief of DHA was mainly administrative and included
disaster prevention and preparedness, the organisation of consolidated
appeals, providing coordination in emergencies and ensuring a timely
move from relief to development work. Reflecting this technical
mandate, complex emergencies were understood in terms of large-scale
social breakdown and population displacement (caused by conflict
arising for multi-causal reasons) and demanding a coordinated system-
wide response. Indeed, it is only since the mid-1990s that it has been
accepted within the international community at large to refer to com-
plex emergencies as complex political emergencies. Pointing out this
obvious connection at the time was seen as radical (Duffield 1994b). 

The main reason for the politicisation of development discourse has
been its encounter with the new wars. As Gasper has argued,

the deep causes and catastrophic consequences of ‘complex emergencies’
have demanded attention in development studies, including develop-
ment ethics. Enormously difficult emergency situations have raised
exceptional moral demands and confusion. Aid agencies, unwilling or
unable to respond politically to political emergencies, appear to have
become integrated as resource providers into processes of violence and
oppression. (Gasper 1999: 27)

It is a testimony to the insular and hidebound nature of the develop-
ment profession that, as system analyses have been developing in other
disciplines, it has taken an encounter with widespread and systemic
violence to challenge its apolitical narrative. Even then, however, the
politicisation of development discourse is far from unequivocal and, as
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will be argued below, has been achieved at the expense not of killers
with guns but of the humanitarian ideal itself.  It is against humani-
tarian agencies, and through them the victims of violence, that donor
governments have flexed their political muscle. 

In relation to the new wars, one could describe complexity in terms
of their dissolving the conventional distinctions between people, army
and government. In this respect, they exhibit a similar complexity to the
strategic complexes of liberal peace with which they conjoin and artic-
ulate. It was in relation to conventional distinctions, and the state-based
legal and international system that upheld them, that classic humani-
tarianism emerged. While these distinctions had substance, even if in
reality they were continually compromised, the ICRC could reasonably
ground its views on neutrality and restraint in war. However, in the
encounter with the new complexity of contemporary conflict, the
question of neutrality has come under increasing attack. Indeed, its
very possibility and usefulness have been strongly questioned in relation
to the new wars. When people, army and governments are intercon-
nected rather than divided, it is difficult to be neutral within such a
system. This is reinforced when, as a result of these interconnections,
people themselves are often deliberate targets. At the same time, again
because of the interconnections involved, even if people themselves are
not being targeted, humanitarian actions can have unwanted and
unanticipated consequences. They could make things worse rather
than better (Anderson 1996). Closely related to this view is the insis-
tence that humanitarian action by its very essence is political (Weiss
1999b; Cutts 1998). This is shown in the way that assistance is
mobilised, the decisions surrounding who gets what, the compromises
that obtaining access may entail and, not least, the consequences
beyond intention that may result. Making choices in this context is
regarded as necessarily a political act.

As Mark Cutts (1998) has pointed out, we need not accept the
implied dichotomy, in much of the debate on humanitarian action,
between politics as bad (or at least ambiguous) and humanitarianism as
good (if problematic). Politics also has a legitimate concern with the
relief of suffering, the restoration of peace and securing justice. At the
same time, some humanitarian actions undoubtedly can do harm. From
this perspective, that is, the blurring of humanitarian action and
politics, it is possible to argue that while some critics have objected that
humanitarian intervention is a substitute for political action (Higgins
1993), it is in fact that very action (Cutts 1998). Another way of looking at
this is to regard the contested, regionally differentiated and pro-
nounced hierarchies of concern that humanitarian operations currently
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exhibit as being as good as it gets in term of the politics of intervention. As
Thomas Weiss has argued, it will not do ‘to long for another era or
pretend the bases for decisions are unchanged’ (Weiss 1999b: 9). The
blurring of humanitarian action and politics is a reflection of the general
merger of development and security. Moreover, within the new humani-
tarianism, with its emphasis on using humanitarian action to help
resolve conflicts and reconstruct war-torn societies, the politicisation of
aid is made complete. In attempting to use the aid regime in this
manner, one could well argue, donor governments are expecting a
child to do the job of an adult. This is especially the case in regions
where, while stability is desired, no significant strategic or economic
goals are being pursued. However, aid is no substitute for political
action because it is the political action. It is now a tool of international reg-
ulation and is embedded in the networks and strategic complexes that
make up liberal peace.

The demise of operational neutrality

The prophetic tradition of humanitarian action gained strength in the
mid-1980s and helped shape the initial post-Cold War accommodation.
The difficulties of securing neutrality and maintaining impartiality,
however, are very real. Not only does the complexity of the new wars
work against these principles, but donor governments have also shifted
policy in the direction of more distinctly political if regionally differenti-
ated forms of engagement. The humanitarian ideal is clearly confronting
a very different system to that of the past (Slim 1999). In understanding
the initial response of humanitarian agencies to the complexities of
operating in war zones, Cutts makes the useful distinction between the
contested neutrality of the actual encounter and the ‘operational neu-
trality’ that agencies attempt to construct to enhance the perception of
neutrality (Cutts 1998: 7). Even today, for example, UNHCR officially
insists that its actions are neutral and impartial. While there is plenty of
evidence to the contrary, it would be hard to deny that such a view is
both politically and diplomatically useful for the organisation.
Reflecting this position, the first system response to complexity was for
aid agencies to attempt to entrench the principles of operational neu-
trality. By 1994, for example, three sets of voluntary guidelines, two
American and one European, for relief agencies operating in conflict
zones had emerged. The first was the Providence Principles (1993) from
the Humanitarianism and War Project at Brown University. These were
followed by the Mohonk Criteria for Humanitarian Assistance in
Complex Emergencies (1994), produced by the World Conference on
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Religion and Peace and, in Europe, the Code of Conduct (1994) produced
by the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement (Slim 1997:
4). By 1999, over 150 agencies and 150 countries had signed up to the
Code of Conduct, committing themselves to high standards of inde-
pendence and effectiveness. Such voluntary principles and codes do
not contradict the argument that neutrality is contested and aid is
political. In fact, their emergence is best explained against the back-
ground of this reality. They are an attempt by aid agencies, through
agreeing common standards and positions, to create a humanitarian
space within a complex and often hostile environment. 

During the first half of the 1990s, while actual neutrality may have
been a fiction, operational neutrality did have some practical success.
Even the apolitical narrative of the multi-causal complex emergency
had its uses. Describing conflict as resulting from multiple causes,
while analytically of limited use, was nevertheless a useful tool of
practical diplomacy. In negotiating humanitarian access with warring
parties, for example, it provided a neutral language through which one
could talk about war and the need to address its effects without appor-
tioning blame (Duffield 1994b). While constituting a huge ethical and
political minefield, when it worked and access was secured it could at
least be accepted as a lesser of evils. In this respect, while always fragile,
it supported practical access in much of Africa and the Balkans during
this period. An interesting reflection of both its success as a diplomatic
device and the ethical issue raised is its adoption by the Sudanese gov-
ernment, which several times has deflected criticism of its human rights
record on the grounds that it too is a victim of a multi-causal ‘complex
emergency’ (Karim et al. 1996). At the same time, however, what
success could be attributed to operational neutrality was, in the last
analysis, dependent on the will of donor governments to maintain the
political space on which it depended – an overarching political frame-
work within which warring parties could be encouraged to consent.
While contested and fraught with contradictions, the necessary inter-
national will existed to a greater extent during the first half of the 1990s
than since this period. Its clearest expression was the international
support for the UN-led system-wide humanitarian operations that, for
a while, existed in Africa and the Balkans. 

In general, in relation to global governance the political repercus-
sions of these system-wide operations have been negative. As a result
there has been a growing reluctance within the international com-
munity to provide a collective political umbrella for such operations. In
some areas like Africa, the national interests of different Northern
governments have also come to the fore, making consensus building
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difficult (Adelman, Suhrke and Jones 1996; Brusset 2000). At the same
time, as already described, the general mood in relation to humani-
tarian action has become more sceptical. In this changing international
climate, maintaining operational neutrality is increasingly difficult.
However, this has not prevented agencies continuing to develop such
structures. In 1996, for example, the Sphere Project was launched
following a critical multi-donor evaluation of the international response
to the genocide in Rwanda. In this case, the concern related to the
variable professional standards among NGOs. The Sphere Project,
which brings together a number of large NGO networks, aims to
produce a global set of minimum standards for humanitarian response
services (Gostelow 1999). In order to improve accountability, in 1997 a
project to establish an Ombudsman for Humanitarian Assistance
(HAO) was also established (Mitchell and Doane 1999). In a number of
countries, such as Liberia (Leader 1999), Sudan (Levine 1997) and
Somalia (Duffield 2000), as the international appetite for system-wide
operations began to decline, aid agencies have tried to develop their
own local agreements with warring parties in an unconvincing attempt
to maintain a humanitarian space. In Africa’s Great Lakes region, in the
absence of sustained or coherent international backing, the effective
coordination of humanitarian operations has largely passed to the
warring parties in many places (Lautze, Jones and Duffield 1998). It is
they who decide when and where humanitarian agencies operate and,
consequently, who receives assistance.

The rise of consequentialist ethics

Within the de facto post-UN international regime that emerged in the
latter half of the 1990s, not only have new forms of international gover-
nance come to the fore (Weiss 1998), but NGOs and humanitarian
organisations have been forced beyond operational neutrality in their
encounter with complexity. Agencies have had to address more
directly the contested neutrality and political nature of their actions. At
the same time, despite the growing fashion for rights-based approaches
at the level of policy, in many operating environments agencies have
had to adjust to what is in effect a legal vacuum (Slim 1997). Much of the
criticism of humanitarian action has come from an ethical perspective –
questioning, for example, the ethics of striving to be neutral in places
like Bosnia, Sudan and Rwanda when civilians are being deliberately
targeted (Donini 1995; de Waal 1997). This situation, moreover, is com-
pounded when humanitarian action itself can be construed as deepen-
ing the problem, as in the example cited earlier of providing transport
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and shelter for ethnically cleansed populations and thereby, arguably,
facilitating the process. While the ethics of neutral humanitarian action
have become a basis of criticism, developing a counter-ethic has formed
the basis of the present accommodation. The new humanitarianism is
variously described as ‘ethical’, ‘principled’, ‘rights-based’ or ‘political’.
It arises from the ‘bankruptcy of neutrality’ and, consequently, accepts
all the moral dilemmas, quandaries and hard choices that follow from
this (Weiss 1999b). The intention is not to be immobilised or to become
fatalistic in the face of the difficult choices involved. On the contrary, the
aim is to develop systematic methods of prioritising problems, judging
one’s responsibility and analysing outcomes in order to make the best
decision; even if the resulting actions may involve hard choices
between greater or lesser evils (Slim 1997). In some humanitarian situa-
tions, moreover, doing nothing can be one of the hard choices on offer.
The ethical core of the new humanitarianism lies in the ability to
demonstrate good faith in how difficult decisions are reached. It
requires transparency in relation to the assumptions and expectations
that guide the decision-making process. While outcomes may not
always be what one would have hoped, as Weiss has put it, humanitar-
ians ‘who cannot stand the heat generated by situational ethics should
stay out of the post-Cold War humanitarian kitchen’ (Weiss 1999b: 9).

Britain’s Department for International Development (DFID) has led
the way in promoting the new humanitarianism. It was the first donor
agency, for example, to publish the ethical principles that would guide
its humanitarian actions (Short 1998). It is interesting, however, that,
apart from a commitment to impartiality and a respect for international
law, these principles are largely couched in terms of DFID seeking new
methods of management and regulation in relation to achieving its
desired outcomes. For example, the principles include seeking better
systems and mechanisms to deliver humanitarian assistance; estab-
lishing rules and procedures to prevent the misuse of aid; developing
more effective needs assessments, standards and systems of account-
ability among implementing agencies; and encouraging local participa-
tion in order to ensure that humanitarian assistance addresses the
underlying causes of conflict and rebuilds social capacities. In this
respect, it is recognised that ‘humanitarian intervention in conflict situ-
ations often poses moral dilemmas. We will base our decisions on
explicit analyses of the choices open to us and the ethnical considera-
tions involved and communicate our conclusions openly to our
partners’ (ibid.: 2). Since there is often no clear right or wrong in human-
itarian crises, the emphasis is on transparent analysis and, after weighing
up the harms and benefits and on whom they fall, making decisions in
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good faith. These principles are seen as deriving from the ‘hard lessons’
of the past. They reflect a rights-based humanitarianism that ‘goes well
beyond private charity or government largesse’ and entail a shift from
seeing beneficiaries ‘as “victims” to be pitied, to survivors of adversity’
(ibid.). 

Slim has argued that the new humanitarianism represents a move
from duty-based ethics, where actions are regarded as being right in
themselves (deontological ethics), to a goal-based ethics, where good
must be seen to come out of actions (teleological ethics). The attempts
by prophetic humanitarianism to construct systems of operational neu-
trality are informed by deontological ethics. In other words, while often
having consequences beyond intentions, it nonetheless works in relation
to a clear ethical framework. The new humanitarianism, however, is
based upon a teleological ethics that is concerned with future conse-
quences and outcomes. ‘Ethics for consequentialists becomes the com-
plicated and uncertain processes of anticipating wider outcomes and
holding oneself responsible for events well beyond the present time’
(Slim 1997: 8). The present concern with consequences and the attempts
to develop an ethical and transparent framework of decision making is,
undoubtedly, a response to complexity. It can provide guidance in
relation to many pressing issues that are not encompassed by opera-
tional neutrality, such as the physical protection of populations deliber-
ately targeted by violent actors; the provision of humanitarian assis-
tance to those that are being purposely denied relief; guidance on
civil–military relations; and the combination of humanitarian action
with advocacy (Cutts 1998). At the very least, it brings such issues into
the policy arena. The emphasis on contextualisation, the analysis of
consequences and the multiplicity of possible choices also stands in dis-
tinction to a tradition of universal good-practice manuals that continue
to characterise the development profession (OECD 1998). However,
while making a number of concessions to complexity, the new human-
itarianism fails to make a radical break with the technicist and (despite
the adoption of the term political) apolitical nature of development
discourse. Such a break with the discursive structure as analysed by
Escobar (1995) would demand that the relationship between the hidden
and watching technocrat and the framed picture of the South be signif-
icantly changed. At the very least, the concealing curtain would need to
be pulled away to expose the silent viewer. However, in the crisis of the
encounter with the new wars, the development profession has acted to
maintain its own anonymity by thrusting humanitarian action into the
picture in its stead. While the development technocracy is still concealed,
the encounter has been made more complex. Humanitarian aid is now
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seen as connected to its object through a raft of causal and consequen-
tial relationships. However, humanitarian assistance is only one small
component of the wider encounter between the strategic complexes of
global governance and the political complexes of the new wars. Indeed,
given the manner of its sacrificial exposure, humanitarian action would
appear to be dispensable and a price worth paying to maintain the con-
cealment and responsibility of the development profession. In order to
understand how development discourse has retained its structure
despite the traumatic encounter with the new wars, one must examine
how the new humanitarianism understands politics.

Ethics and humanitarian conditionality 

In reviewing the main agency positions in relation to politics and
humanitarian action, Weiss (1999b) has distinguished four: classicists,
minimalists, maximalists and solidarists. On issues such as neutrality,
engagement with political parties, impartiality, and so on, this spectrum
of engagement opposes the traditional position of the Red Cross at one
extreme with political solidarity and partisan support at the other. If
one looks at these ideal types, however, as representing different his-
torical regimes of accommodation, then the two extremes can be
regarded as having earlier antecedents than the others. Classical humani-
tarianism associated with the ICRC, for example, emerged with the
Geneva Convention of 1864 and was further elaborated in the aftermath
of the Second World War with the IV Geneva Convention (1949) and
the Additional Protocols (1977). Regarding the solidarity position, the
rules of war that emerged during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries outlawed the encouragement of insurrection within a
sovereign state (van Creveld 1991). The Spanish Civil War (1936–9)
represented an important break with this tradition. During the Second
World War, the encouragement of insurrection and partisan activity
within occupied territories became a de facto part of total war. Such
activity continued into the Cold War in the form of external support for
the numerous freedom struggles and wars of national liberation that
emerged with decolonisation and superpower rivalry. In relation to the
new wars, while a solidarity position exists, it is mainly associated with
the debatable view that liberal peace represents a new imperialism.1 It
is concerned with controlling processes and markets rather than
territory. In many respects, what is essentially new in the present
accommodation – indeed, what characterises the present mode of
engagement – is contained in the related minimalist and maximalist
positions.
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Weiss (1999b: 4) defines minimalist humanitarian action as ‘worth-
while if efforts to relieve suffering do not make matters worse and can
be sustained locally’. It is a position that is widely associated with the
Do No Harm thesis of Mary Anderson (1996). The maximalist position,
while also subscribing to ‘do no harm’ principles, holds that humani-
tarian action is defensible when coupled with efforts to address the
root causes of violence through a comprehensive political strategy. In
this respect, humanitarian action is subordinate to the need to return
society to an equilibrium. This position goes beyond compassion and
charity and argues that ‘the relief of life-threatening suffering can no
longer be the sole justification of outside assistance’ (Weiss 1999b: 16).
It is concerned with tackling the causes of conflict through the reform of
humanitarian action by placing it in the service of preventing, miti-
gating and resolving conflicts. The maximalist position embodies the
merger of development and security and complements the current policy
consensus relating to conflict resolution and societal reconstruction.  

Properly conceived politically motivated assistance would use carrots
and sticks, with conditionalities to reward or punish behaviour. The
notion is that such maximalist projects can reduce violence – effectively
turning on its head the argument that aid can be manipulated by bel-
ligerents and exacerbate armed conflict. The calculation would be that
the greatest good for the greatest number over the longer term would be
better served by successful conflict management than by successful relief.
(Ibid.: 17)

Apart from a willingness to accept the hard choice of humanitarian
conditionality, what is notable about the politicisation of aid repre-
sented by the maximalist position is that its main sponsors are donor
governments (Fox 1999). The Dutch, Canadian, Swedish and British
governments have all reorganised their aid departments to foster better
links between humanitarian action and conflict resolution. It has already
been mentioned that Britain’s DFID has issued a consequentialist ethical
framework to guide its humanitarian policy. Not only has the current
Secretary of State Clare Short been outspoken in her criticism of human-
itarian agencies, but DFID policy has been connected, in the latter part
of the 1990s, with growing evidence of humanitarian conditionality and
aid politicisation in such places as the former Zaïre, Sierra Leone, Sudan,
Afghanistan and Kosovo (ibid.; Leader 1999; Atkinson 1998). In relation
to the present fear of negative consequences and the corresponding
climate of conditionality, the views of the British MP Tess Kingham, a
member of the government’s International Development Committee,
are representative: ‘Surely taking the view of the wider good – for the
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long-term interests of people – to actually achieve stability and
development … it may be better to withdraw aid now – to ensure that
in the longer term, it is in the better interests of the people’ (quoted by
Fox 1999: 9). 

The new humanitarianism involves a shift in the centre of gravity of
policy away from saving lives to supporting social processes and political
outcomes. It represents a move from people to principles and, providing
decisions are taken in good faith and in a transparent manner, it can be
supported by a consequentialist ethics. If it should fail, however, since
the success of this policy change is far from assured, it could end up
making a bad situation a whole lot worse. Indeed, evidence has begun
to emerge that the move towards humanitarian conditionality has yet
to produce the desired outcomes (Leader 1999; Fox 1999; Duffield et al.
1999). In chapters 8 and 9 this concern is examined in more detail in
relation to displaced Southerners in Sudan.

Politics as policy

It is now widely accepted among many politicians, aid agencies and
academics that humanitarian action is political and should be recog-
nised as such. A consequentialist ethics has emerged to justify this
position and even give support to the hard choice of humanitarian con-
ditionality. It is worth considering, however, what exactly is meant by
‘political’ in this context. If we are told that humanitarian action is
political, to be able to assess this position properly we need to know
what politics means. Here we must ask what the proponents of political
humanitarianism see as constituting the political (Weiss 1999b; Cutts
1998). Humanitarian actors are seen as political because they compete
with other agencies for funds and operating space. They negotiate with
local authorities for visas, transport and humanitarian access, all of
which may involve compromises. They feel the pain and anguish of
thinking they are helping ethnic cleansing, contributing to war econo-
mies, feeding war criminals, deciding whether or not to publicise
human rights abuse, and so on. 

[T]hey also deal with and accommodate host governments and a variety
of opposition or insurgent political authorities. Local economic, political
and power dynamics are altered whenever outsiders enter a resource-
scarce environment. To pretend that pragmatic political calculations are
not taken into account as part of legitimate compromises in choosing
among several unpalatable options obfuscates the actual nature of
humanitarian decision making in complex emergencies. At a minimum,
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the vast majority of humanitarians now acknowledge the need to minimize
their impact on the relative power of warring parties or to affect them as
equally as possible. (Weiss 1999b: 20) 

Politics, in the sense that humanitarian action is ‘political’, would
appear to hinge on two factors. First, it circumscribes all the decisions,
actions, compromises, and so on, that humanitarian actors make during
the course of their work. Second, these decisions and actions are
political in that they are seen as making a difference and capable of
altering outcomes. Regarding the first aspect, to define politics in this
way and incorporate it within a consequentialist ethical framework
reduces its meaning to that of ‘policy’.  While one can agree that human-
itarian action is political, it is something else to confine its meaning to
the ethical policy decisions taken by aid agencies. While prefixes such
as ‘ethical’ or ‘principled’ are often used to describe the new humani-
tarianism, in many respects it is perhaps more accurately defined as
‘politics as policy’. Politics has become the policy decisions that aid
agencies make when faced with hard ethical choices. This is both a
truism and simultaneously a reduction and confinement. It is as if the
political nature of aid has been proclaimed boldly only to limit instantly
the implications of what has been said. Reducing and circumscribing
the meaning of politics in this manner have a number of serious impli-
cations. For example, it suggests that the apparent radicalisation of
development discourse through the explicit linking of the actions of a
Northern humanitarian subject with those of its Southern humanitarian
object is much less comprehensive than one may have imagined.
Considering the effects of one’s actions in relation to a system con-
ceived as a unified and organisational whole is a valid approach to
complexity and a consequentialist ethics complements this. However,
to confine the meaning of politics to the policy decisions linking humani-
tarian agencies and their beneficiaries represents a major limitation of
the system and the borders within which politics holds sway. Despite
the fervour of its converts, indeed, the impression one gets is that
accepting humanitarian aid as political is now a rite de passage to
adulthood; politics as policy does not, in fact, get us very far. 

The failure of ‘humanitarian aid as politics’ to alter development
discourse radically is most clearly seen in relation to the second
component of the argument, in which policy decisions are regarded as
political in that aid is seen as making a difference and being able to alter
outcomes. Politics in this sense has been transformed into a type of
donor-approved soul-searching among enmeshed NGOs that either
supply or withhold relatively small amounts of aid. As Weiss points out
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above, ‘the vast majority of humanitarians now acknowledge the need
to minimize their impact on the relative power of warring parties or to
affect them as equally as possible’. In other words, the political
complexes with which aid agencies interact are, once again, perceived
as a separate other – a self-contained structure that acts mechanically
and predictably to outside resource flows. Rather than a promised
world of living systems, we find ourselves back in a Newtonian
universe of clockwork machines. Politics are the decisions that agencies
take based on their assumptions surrounding the consequences of their
actions on this closed and mechanical system. Like the relationship
between the balls on a snooker table, in the hands of an expert,
measured inputs have predicable outcomes. Moreover, if you miss the
shot, at least you acted in good faith. Because the emerging political
complexes are understood as if they were a machine made up of parts,
the consequences of aid are typically stereotyped. The critics of human-
itarian aid frequently cite its creation of dependency, the fuelling of
conflict and its weakening of social and political contracts. Such
negative consequences, however, are put forward as a basis for the
assumption that aid can also reverse the situation. As Weiss mentions
above, the maximalist position involves ‘effectively turning on its head
the argument that aid can be manipulated by belligerents and exacer-
bate armed conflict’. In other words, the argument that humanitarian
aid is political does not represent a radical break with developmen-
talism; it is, in fact, its restatement. It is not so much that humanitarian
agencies are bad; it is that for too long they have been pulling the wrong
levers and pressing inappropriate buttons. In this respect, the time has
come for politically and ethically aware development professionals
once again to take charge. While the crisis of the new wars for a while
appeared to promise something new, this position is a retreat from
complexity. Returning to the analogy of the cosmic clock, after a minor
glitch and a quick visit to the jeweller’s, its mechanism is once again in
perfect working order.   

Humanitarian agencies and NGOs are perceived, not as part of wider
strategic complexes articulating and defining themselves in relation to
the political complexes of the new wars, but as a resource conduit and a
mechanism for providing aid. Despite the rhetoric about politics, aid
agencies are understood as if they were instruments. They have political
effects because they provide a material interface with a bounded
machine understood as resource-poor. The politics and ethics of the
encounter are concerned with handling this situation correctly and
getting the most from it. To a large extent, this explains why the critics
of humanitarian action have placed the burden of moral responsibility
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for its alleged negative consequences on the humanitarian agencies
themselves (Slim 1997: 4; Fox 1999). If one assumes that the political
complexes of the South represent a closed, mechanical and reactive
universe, then it is clear that the most important thing is how and under
what conditions agencies prod this machine into action. Focusing on
aid workers armed with sticks and carrots rather than killers with guns
makes sense. After all, once in sober hands, the latter can always be con-
trolled by adjusting the dials. At a time when development spending is
declining and has all but disappeared in many war-torn societies, one is
struck by the magical nature of such sentiments. There is a certain nar-
cissism of aid at work in which relatively small inputs are credited with
powers and effects beyond reasonable expectation. In terms of the
organisational development of global liberal governance, it is as if the
encounter with the new wars has involved the subordination of the
priests and prophets of humanitarianism to the magicians and sorcerers
of development.  

Linking relief and development as a governance relation

The idea of ‘policy as politics’ is a useful way of analysing the organisa-
tional conflicts and contradictions within liberal governance relations.
The adoption by many aid agencies of the new humanitarianism’s
sceptical ethos has been described by Hugo Slim as a ‘Darwinian’
organisational adaptation to a change in ‘climate’ resulting from the
shift in donor government policy (Slim 1999). Adoption has taken place
through an amoral and non-teleological process of the survival of the
fittest. In terms of how disasters are now perceived, that is, as offering
opportunities for development rather than relief assistance, this sur-
vivalist response has had a widespread impact on the ground (Bradbury
1998; Macrae and Bradbury 1998; Karim et al. 1996). Explaining how
this adaptation has occurred through conflict and competition between
different agencies and networks, Joanna Macrae has broken down the
criticism of humanitarian action into a number of distinct and
embedded social networks and nodes of authority (Macrae 1998). These
are defined as the ‘anti-imperialists, the realpolitikers, the developmen-
talists and the neo-peaceniks’. In uniting against the humanitarian
agenda, these networks have sometimes come together to form the
‘most bizarre alliances’. While all of these networks have contributed to
the emergence of the new humanitarian agenda, the most important, at
least in terms of giving an overall coherence to the project, have been
those of developmentalism – to be more precise, the strategic networks
that came together in the mid-1990s in support of the idea of a ‘relief to
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development continuum’, or the ‘linking of relief and development’ in
conflict situations.

The continuum or linking debate among aid agencies and donor
governments developed into something of a cottage industry during
the 1990s. There have been innumerable workshops, conferences,
reports and consultancies on the issue. While questions of timing and
sequencing have given rise to points of difference, the overwhelming
weight of opinion has been that relief activities should be short-term,
and should support or complement rehabilitation measures. Indeed,
they should be part of a comprehensive strategy that encourages the
resumption of development programming at the earliest opportunity,
even while conflict continues (Buchanan-Smith and Maxwell 1994).
The linking debate is a good example of the general merger of devel-
opment and security. It embodies the radicalisation of development
and the policy shift towards conflict resolution and societal recon-
struction. It also embodies the reproblematisation of security in terms
of underdevelopment becoming dangerous.  Strategic actors usually
locate the causes of conflict within the modalities and malaise of under-
development. Reflecting the consequentialist ethics of the new humani-
tarianism, the linking debate seeks to break this spiral and help societies
back onto the path of rehabilitation and development, and hence peace
and stability. The linking debate has largely focused on how to opera-
tionalise such sentiments (Masefield and Harvey 1997). Given the
preoccupation with prescription, even those critical of the linking
position have found it necessary to concentrate on the appropriateness
of attempting to promote development in ongoing conflict (Macrae et
al. 1997; Duffield 1994c). The intention here is to examine the organisa-
tional effects of the debate. The main outcome of the linking debate and
its complementary ethical humanitarianism has been to encourage the
emergence of new and more comprehensive modes of regulation and
strategic control within global liberal governance. Compared to the
1980s, tighter controls – the development of more stringent contractual
mechanisms, more comprehensive and inclusive project design, moni-
toring and reporting techniques, more detailed normative guidelines,
new collective fora, and so on – link donor governments, IGOs and
implementing agencies. Justified by past mistakes and excesses, in par-
ticular those of humanitarian agencies, a deepening of such governance
relations has been the main effect of the linking debate. 

The idea of linking relief and development has its origins in the inter-
national response to the African famines of the 1970s and 1980s
(Anderson and Woodrow 1989). Such famines were generally seen as
the result of a so-called natural disaster. Appropriate relief responses
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were perceived as those that helped build up local capacities to prevent
and manage future emergencies. Relief should therefore be part of a
wider developmental response. Such sentiments were the common
coinage of aid policy discussions in Sudan, for example, during the
latter part of the 1980s (Cutler and Keen 1989). When the UN’s
Department of Humanitarian Affairs was established at the end of 1991,
it was charged with oversight of the relief-to-development continuum.
The debate among donor governments (Pronk and Kooijmans 1993)
and the UN system on the relationship between conflict, humanitarian
action and development began to gather momentum during the early
1990s. Within the UN system, for example, concern grew in its Develop-
ment Programme (UNDP) that the rapidly increasing expenditure on
humanitarian assistance at this time was beginning to threaten its
position as the leading UN developmental organisation – a concern that
directly encouraged official endorsement of a relief-to-development
continuum and hence the primacy of development agencies in conflict
situations (UNDP 1994). The critics of this UN debate have focused
mainly on the appropriateness of the framework being used and its
method of application. They have questioned the wisdom of extending
a model developed in relation to natural disasters, one that assumes
conventional distinctions and benign interactions between people,
army and government, to the new wars where these qualities are
blurred or have disappeared completely (Macrae et al. 1997).  In other
words, in such complex situations, whose local capacities are being
strengthened and for what purposes?   

In understanding the governance implications of the debate it is first
necessary to understand what is generally meant by ‘development’. To
what, exactly, does relief or humanitarian action have to link, with what
does it form a continuum? The linking debate has involved almost all
the strategic actors and networks that constitute liberal peace. Using the
example of the European Union, one of the largest donors of humani-
tarian assistance, it is noticeable that in the otherwise exhaustive docu-
ment Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development (EC 1996b), there is
no clear description of what development is. While top-down, depen-
dency-creating humanitarian aid is given short shrift, the depiction of
the development process that more responsible and effective relief
operations should be helping to re-establish is found in partial and
fragmented descriptions. Indeed, some of the important aspects that
define the developmental goal of the Linking document have to be
inferred or guessed at. The nearest one gets to a substantive definition
of development is in the section on food security. Food security is seen
as a dynamic condition resulting from the interplay of supply and
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demand factors. It provides a starting point or threshold that distin-
guishes a state of development from that of impoverishment and
dependency.

Above this threshold, people are embarked on a development pattern,
which well-designed aid (which does not include food aid in kind) can
help to speed up. (Ibid.: 13)

[Food security provides] a starting point from which urban and rural
households can begin to build up reserves (stocks, cattle, savings),
develop more reliable means of production or ways of increasing their
income and organise a more reliable social safety net. The upshot of all
these steps is to reduce people’s vulnerability to food crises. (Ibid.: 12)

Below this threshold, however, 

a process of impoverishment takes place which can lead to economic and
social degradation, extreme dependency and increased mortality which
becomes more difficult to reverse the longer it is allowed to continue ….
The lack of success in reversing the tide of growing dependence caused
by increasing social breakdown, partly explains why a number of cases
have remained bogged down at the humanitarian stage. (Ibid.: 13)

It is clear from the above that ‘development’ is regarded as a sus-
tainable process of self-management that has economic self-sufficiency
at its core. That this view has moved a long way from earlier ideas of
state intervention and the promotion of economic growth through
investment and technology transfer need not detain us. Development
today is a dynamic condition that involves households having control
of sufficient productive resources and assets to provide for their food
security and immediate social and welfare needs. Implicit in the above
quotations is that self-sufficiency (being the right side of the threshold)
is also associated with the ability to maintain social solidarity by
resourcing informal, family-based welfare safety nets. What can also be
inferred is that such a development process demands a functioning
market economy to which households have easy access.  In this respect,
development of this type is helped or complemented by the process of
liberal economic reform being managed by the international financial
institutions (IFIs) and supported by donor governments. In other
words, development is synonymous with economic self-sufficiency
secured through self-management within a liberal market environ-
ment. In policy terms, households tend to appear as free and self-
contained economic agents. With proper access to functioning markets
and sufficient human and material resources, households are assumed
to be capable of reproducing themselves and securing the social well-
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being of their members. It is the aim of development policy, including
the linking of relief and development, to help secure such liberal self-
management.

Deepening the relations of liberal governance

In relation to the self-management model of development, vulnera-
bility, whether of households or individuals, refers to those various
factors that either block market access, undermine productive capacity
or otherwise reduce or destroy assets. In other words, households and
individuals are vulnerable to the extent that they are exposed to condi-
tions or risks that undermine their self-sufficiency. The gender issue,
for example, is often approached from this direction: the subordinate
position of women in relation to household structures, customary rights
or local market mechanisms leaves them particularly disadvantaged.
As discussed in the following chapter, conflict is usually seen in a
Hobbesian light as having a destructive and negative impact in relation
to the liberal policy goal of legitimate, that is, market-dependent, self-
management. It is something that in different ways degrades the devel-
opment assets of households – land, labour, employment, education,
and so on. Conflict is a ruinous activity that mechanically thrusts
people below the food security threshold into a cycle of destitution and
impoverishment. The vulnerability of a population increases the further
it is pushed below the development threshold, and in extreme circum-
stances relief assistance may be required. 

The representation of development as an economic process of self-
management, at the same time as acknowledging that disasters can
necessitate relief assistance, creates a tension within liberal governance.
As a free good, that is, something that is given rather than earned, for
many strategic actors humanitarian assistance conjures up a number of
free-market concerns and economic fears. Indeed, the idea of relief,
especially the prospect of a long-term commitment in relation to the
new wars, has created something of a moral panic in liberal circles. A
particular phobia is that badly managed or unnecessary relief assis-
tance will encourage ‘dependency’ among recipients – since the distri-
bution of free goods creates economic disincentives that are antithetical
to self-sufficiency and the workings of a market economy. It is argued,
usually without much in the way of supporting evidence, that free
goods can discourage household production, undermine markets and
sap individual industry and enterprise (IDC 1999). To the extent that
this takes place, humanitarian action can actually deepen the cycle of
destitution and impoverishment: it can strengthen dependency. Within
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EU policy, consequently, a tension is evident in the requirement that
while a commitment to humanitarian action must remain, relief assis-
tance should not undermine ‘the way back to a long-term development
process’ (EC 1996b: 2).

The EU’s humanitarian policy, its attempt to link relief and develop-
ment, follows directly from the above concerns. The tension within this
policy is clear within the statement of basic principles that emerged in
1997. On the one hand, there is an assertion that ‘the sole aim of human-
itarian aid is to prevent or relieve human suffering and that it is
accorded to victims without discrimination’. This imperative, however,
is immediately qualified by the requirement that ‘humanitarian aid will
seek where possible to … remain compatible with longer-term devel-
opmental objectives, and … that every possible step must be taken to
eliminate dependency amongst populations in receipt of humanitarian
aid, with a view to achieving self-sustainability’ (ECHO 1997a: 1–2).
While this pairing gives a rather ambiguous definition of humanitarian
aid – that is, of saving lives and, where possible, supporting livelihoods
– it clearly accommodates the new humanitarian ethos. This position is
based on several policy statements dating from the end of 1995 and the
early part of 1996. These include the Council Conclusions on Preventive
Diplomacy, Conflict and Peacekeeping in Africa (4 December 1995), the
Commission Communications on the European Union and the Issue of
Conflict in Africa: Conflict Prevention and Beyond (ECHO 1996) and
Linking Relief, Rehabilitation and Development (EC 1996b). There is a
strong intellectual coherence linking the policy architecture within
these documents and the tools for its implementation: the mechanisms
for testing and canvassing policy within the donor and NGO com-
munities; its translation into Council regulations; the creation of coor-
dinating bodies; and the formalisation of contractual relations with
implementing agencies.

In terms of theory, EU humanitarian policy endorses proactive
attempts by aid agencies to protect basic resources and support liveli-
hoods as a means of complementing rehabilitation efforts. There is also,
however, a much more radical commitment to use aid to help change
the balance of power and authority between groups and to restructure
societies in such a way as to prevent future conflicts. Such measures
support the EU’s attempts to create ‘structural stability’ within a conflict
situation (EC 1996a: 3–4). It will require a global policy framework,
however, to operationalise such measures, creating forward and back-
ward coordination linkages between the whole range of political, relief,
rehabilitation and development measures and agencies (EC 1996b).
Such a comprehensive framework would bring together the basic
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survival inputs of humanitarian agencies with, for example, the struc-
tural development tools of the EU’s Lomé Convention as well as the
macroeconomic policies of the IFIs. A global policy framework also
involves a commitment to in-depth country and regional analysis to
inform aid policy, including suggestions that the political analysis
undertaken by member states’ embassy staff should also be used to
assist this endeavour. In this manner, and reflecting the current accom-
modation of politics and humanitarian action discussed above, it is
acknowledged that achieving structural stability through such a com-
prehensive policy framework is as much a political aim as a develop-
ment goal. 

In order to translate this policy into a governance relation linking it
to NGOs and other implementing agencies, the EU has done a number
of things. The Council Regulation (EC) No 1257/96 Concerning Humani-
tarian Relief (EC 1996c), for example, besides confirming humanitarian
assistance as a right, also codifies much of the policy outlined above –
the requirement to link relief to rehabilitation and development, the
need for a comprehensive strategy, effective coordination and in-depth
country analysis, and so on. In this respect, the Regulation reflects the
philosophy that has informed the development of the EU’s European
Commission Humanitarian Office since its inception in 1993 (ECHO
1997a: 1). The Regulation has also played an important role in deepening
the relations of governance between ECHO and its implementing
partners. At the time of writing, this regulation is formulated in the
Framework Partnership Contract (EC 1998a) which is signed by ECHO
and an implementing NGO. Much of the policy architecture discussed
above and codified in the Regulation is reflected in the Partnership
Contract. Besides establishing the technical criteria for selecting NGO
partners and arrangements for project monitoring, humanitarian assis-
tance as a right is flagged, especially in a country where ‘their own
government prove[s] unable to help or there is a vacuum of power’
(ibid.: 1). It goes on to establish the basis of partnership on the linking of
relief, rehabilitation and development in the context of working with
local structures, the formulation of coherent and effective policies, the
involvement of beneficiaries in project design and management, and so
on. NGOs are also encouraged to share information with ECHO ‘to take
advantage of the privileged information of the humanitarian organisa-
tions through their proximity to the beneficiaries’ (ibid.: 4). In exchange,
ECHO undertakes to initiate coordination and information-sharing
meetings, and to support other forums for debate. In the case of Sudan,
for example, since 1997 policy guidelines and requirements for NGOs
receiving ECHO funding (as eventually reflected in the Partnership
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Contract) have been part of ECHO’s regular Global Plans. A Humani-
tarian Aid Committee (HAC) and other bodies have also been estab-
lished to improve coordination and linkages between ECHO and
member states.

The way in which the EU has used the linking debate, and its associ-
ated fears of dependency and the negative consequences of humani-
tarian aid, in order to justify increasing its regulation of implementing
partners is replicated by many donor governments. Since the mid-
1990s, Britain’s Department for International Development, for example,
has been much more closely involved with its implementing partners in
terms of project design, monitoring, management and evaluation. It has
already been mentioned that the principles underlying its ethical
humanitarianism are largely concerned with developing new forms of
regulation and control in relation to its partner agencies. Much of the
justification for increased powers of regulation has rested on fears and
claims regarding the past effects of aid that are, at best, equivocal and
inconclusive (Stockton 1998). Claims of dependency, even during the
1980s when food aid was relatively more available than today, have
been difficult to substantiate (Silkin and Hughes 1992). In other words,
the move towards more effective means of regulation is not an empirical
response to conditions in the South but a process whereby donor
governments and IGOs have regained the political initiative. 

The primacy of deepening governance relations can also be seen in
relation to the effectiveness of EU policy. Its linking policy makes great
play of creating coherent global policy frameworks. When it was for-
mulated in the mid-1990s, however, even before the ink was dry, this
policy was already incoherent and obsolete. Sudan, for example, has
probably been among the most consistent and long-term recipients of
EU emergency aid in Africa since the 1980s. In 1990, concerns about
Sudan’s support for international terrorism led the EU to suspend
development aid under the Lomé Convention. For similar reasons,
Western donor governments and the IFIs have also suspended formal
development assistance. In other words, even before it was written, EU
linking policy was inoperable in Sudan because there are no formal or
comprehensive development tools to which relief can be linked. More-
over, on closer examination, rather than proving an exception to the rule,
Sudan reflects the condition of many war-affected societies: a growing
regional differentiation in aid policy means that many are unlikely to
attract the range of formal development tools and the corresponding
donor and IFI commitment that is envisaged in the comprehensive
ambitions of linking policy. At the same time, total EU humanitarian
funding has tumbled from a peak of over 700 million ecu in 1994 to 200
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million in 1998. Since the beginning of the 1990s, overseas development
assistance per capita has also been declining. This further underlines the
incoherence of linking policy. It is only as a means of projecting donor
authority through an enhanced ability to regulate non-state actors that
it makes perfect sense. Moreover, the new forms of supervision and
management introduced through linking policy have been reinforced
subsequently by the consequentialist concerns associated with the new
humanitarianism.

Concluding remarks 

By the end of the 1990s, while formal EU humanitarian policy had yet to
change, there were a number of indications that linking policy, and
especially its dependence on comprehensive policy frameworks, was
being abandoned. Events in Central Africa – the emergence of a region-
wide conflict centred on the Democratic Republic of Congo, signifi-
cantly increased concern over the effects of conflict, and perceptions of
the role of development assistance have altered. The EU, in particular,
has become preoccupied by the implications of continuing to support
countries engaged in a region-wide conflict with development aid
through the Lomé partnership (EC 1998c). The concern is that the fungi-
bility of development assistance allows some countries to use it to help
them wage war both internally and against neighbouring countries. In
such cases, development assistance would be undermining the princi-
ples of solidarity and peaceful cooperation enshrined in the Lomé
Convention. In this context, the mood is shifting away from linking
relief and development, reflecting the consequentialist ethics of the new
humanitarianism, and towards the conditionality of all assistance to
countries engaged in conflict.

In many respects, the new humanitarianism, grounded in what
Weiss has called ‘situational ethics’ (Weiss 1999b), while being shaped
by (and gathering much of its rhetoric from) the linking of relief to
development, has moved away from comprehensive coordinating
frameworks. As will be discussed in Chapter 8 in relation to the
emergence of Minimal Operational Standard (MinOps) agreements in
Sudan, the new humanitarianism prefers a relative and locally based
system of reference. It relates, essentially, to the type of immediate
arrangements, relations and compromises that aid agencies themselves
are able to establish on the ground. It minimises the need for donor
governments to provide overarching political frameworks as during
the period of UN-led, system-wide operations. Nor does it require the
type of comprehensive global plans envisaged by the EU. The new
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humanitarianism is geared to the present era of humanitarian condi-
tionality and its accompanying hierarchy of concern. It is able to adjust
to a range of possible engagements, from the more robust examples of
liberal peace in the Balkans to the local activities of a few UN organisa-
tions and NGOs in parts of Africa. While the duty-based ethics of
humanitarian action as right may have tended to ignore consequences,
it did not normalise violence but was affronted by it. The consequen-
tialist ethics of the new humanitarianism, however, in holding out the
possibility of a better tomorrow as a price worth paying for suffering
today, has been a major source of the normalisation of violence and
complicity with its perpetrators. How strategic actors understand
conflict is an important part of this process. 

NOTE

1 For a discussion of the new imperialism position see Chapter 2, pp. 31–4.
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